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Raytheon 6SN7 WGT (brown base 
1950s). A very musical tube with excel
lent detail, huge bass, mids were very 
revealing. This bottle was well-balanced 
and very fast. Consider this onc a top 
performer. Rating 96 1-------- ------,----------------1 Sovtek 6SN7GT (1990s Russian). A 

There arc literally hundreds of 6SN7 
types, born domestic and foreign. For 
this linening test we auditioned several 
common US type$ and a few British type$ 
th;!.t were made available to w for this test 
by tube dealer Kevin Deal of Upscale 
Audio. 

Our listening panel consisted of: Eric 
Bubour, Steve Parr, Dave Wolzc and 
myself. It was conducted in the VlV lis
tening studio with the following equip
ment: vrv Ocral Line Stage, Pilot 
SA232 basic ELM stereo amp (rebuilt), 
B&W DMl 10 speakers, Sony CD player 
and Monner Cable speaker wire. 

As with the previous issue ofvrv 
(110), we arc wing a number 10 rate the 
tubes in rhis evaluation. Tubes rated in 
the 90s arc musical and sound excellent, 
tubes in the 80s are very good, but have 
minor deficiencies, tube� in the 70s are 
only acceptable and anything below that 
is poor. Note that tubes from different 
batches and different years of manufaCture 
can sound different even though they 
come from the same manufaCturer and 
have the same suuCtural design. This is 
due to material and qualiry issues. We 
have found rhat tubes made in the 1980s 
and 1990$ are more primitive sounding 
than those made in the 1940s through 
19605. 

Listening Results 
Brimar CY1 988 (brown base 1950s). 
Similar to the B65, but brighter and more 
detailed sounding. Rating 93 

Brimat CV1 988 (brown base 1972). An 
excellent sound stage with a very satisfy
ing and musical presentation. Bass was 
not as tight as others, but Still a top-rated 
tube. Rating 92 

CBS 56 92 (brown base 1959). This one 
had about average detail, but bener bass 
than the RCA 5692s. Gain was a little 
low, but it was fast sounding with very 
sweet mids. Racing 92 

GE 6SN7 GTA (1953). A tube with nice 
imaging and a romantic, sadsfying sound. 
In addition, it had powerful bass and 
detailed, accun.re mids. Rating 94 

GE 6SN7GT8 (196Os). This IUbe was 
slighdy more distorted that the GI:. 
6SN7GTAs. It was less detailed and had 

thinner mids. However, the highs were 
not quite right and seemed somewhat 
congested. Raring 84 

GE 6SN7GTB wafer base (1970s labeled 
RCA). The worst sounding 6SN7 we lis
[ened to in [his lest. Noisy as hell, sibi
lant and distorted with harsh highs. To 
add insult to injury, it was very micra.. 
phonic. Rating 60. 

MOY 865 (aluminum base 19505). A 
tube with excellent mids and great detail. 
Very clean sounding with above-average 
bass and highs. Rating 90 

MulIard CV1 81 (ST shaped 1952). This 
is a very well·bal:,lnced tube. Great detail 
and very romantic with zero harshness. It 
also had very deep bass. An exceptional 
tube. Rating 97 

M ullard ECC33 (1955 thin brown base 
with very small plates). Slightly more 
gain than other Mullard types. This one 
is very detailed and fast with smooth 
response. Bass is flat and weak, which 
may appeal to sollle audiophiles. 
Rating 86 

MulIard ECC33 (brown base 1957). 
Very prominent, but distorted bass, slight
ly bright with thin highs. Rating 84 

MulIard ECC33 (smoked glass 1960s). A 
tube with somewhat less gain. Highs are 
a bit blunted, but Illidrange was warm. 
Raring 84 

RCA 5692 (red base 1950s). This tube 
had low gain and somewhat weak mids. 
Detail was very good, bass was fat but 
indistinct. Transients were excellent. 
Rating 92 

RCA 6 SN7GTB (staggered black plates 
19505). A very romantic sounding bottle 
with somewhat distorted and fat mids. 
Highs were weak and recessed. This one 
might be a choice for listeners with sensi
live horn speakers. Rating 85 

Philips 6SN7 WGTB (tri-plate 1986). 
This tube sounded slightly bright with 
good, but not 3D mids. Detail was good 
and bass response was tight. Last of the 
US made 6SN7s from the old Sylvania 
plant in Emporium. Pennsylvania. These 
are still available from many NOS dea.lers. 
Rating 87 

bland and primitive sounding tube. Not 
very musically involving and nothing spe
cial. Used by tube amp OEMs due to its 
cheap price and n:ady availabiliry. Rating 
70 

Syl�ia 6 SN7W (metal base ring, tOP 
getter early 1940s). An early rype with a 
very smooth, well balanced sound. 
Presentation was clean, but there was less 
gain than others. Fantastic detail, very 
tight/clean bass with superb accuracy. 
Rating 97 

Sylvania Vf-23 I (bonom gcrrer WWII 
era 6SN7). A well-balanced sound with 
good imaging and forward mids. 
Presentation was very smooth and musi
cal, but bass was a little weak. Rating 95 

Sylvania 6SN7 GT (top getter, black base 
early tri-plate 19505). A musical and 
easy-to-listen to tube with sweet detailed 
highs. Bass was very good and imaging 
was excellent. Rating 95 

Sylvania 6SN7WGT (brown base with 
green lettering, tOp getter early 1950s.) 
Very cb.n, dry and �mili[ary" sound. 
Sibilant highs with humped bass. 
However, it was exuemely detailed and 
fast. Rating 89 

Tung-Sol Vf-231 (very early, round bb.ek 
plates, smoked bottle 1945). This tube 
had lower gain, was sibilant, but was very 
detailed and had excellent highs. 
Rating 92 

Tung-Sol 6SN7GT (round mica side 
spacers 1940s). A tube with nice detail 
and musical mids. Bass and imaging were 
well above average. Rating 90 

Condwion 
Without a doubt, the best sounding, 

most musical tubes in this test were the 
Sylvania 6SN7W (metal base 1940s) and 
the Brimar CV181 (ST shape 19505). 
These tubes were exceptional performers 
in our lisltning setup. Unfortunately, 
they are very rare and can be expensive. A 
more readily available alternative would be 
either the GE 6SN7GTA (1950s) or the 
early Syinnia 6SN7GT (1950s). Later 
Sylvania 6SN7WGTs were not as �magi
cal" sounding as their earlier versions. 
Another great sounding tube is the 
Raytheon 6SN7WGTA (I 950s vintage). 
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